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PREFACE

The purpose of this thesis is to offer some workab l e solutions for
a specific teaching dilemma: how to individualize devel opmental reading
in secondary education effectively for comprehens i on growth w ithin
heterogeneous classes of about 2 5 students. It will describe underlying
rationale, organization, and operating methods of a year's program at
the eighth grade in which flexible grouping and individualization was
achieved in such classes . Materials used were The New Basic Readers
by Scott, Foresman and Company , Reading Laboratory of Science Research
Associates, Incorporated , and teacher supplementation.

Statistics con-

cern growth of the comprehension factor in reading for the experimental
and control groups, including types of learners involved.

There were ·

175 eighth grade students in the experimenta l group , and 156 in the control group.
Organization and methods employed are conduc i ve to transfer ,
with some modification.

Those concerned with reading prog rams, specia l

groups such as the culturally deprived, and administration , may be particularly interested in transferable aspects.

Content teachers will f ind

some clarification of reading programs and correlation with teaching fields,
as well as certain transferable methods.
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CHAPTER li
THE PROBLEM

A. Trends and Terminology

The majority of high school dropouts read below the grade level
at which they dropped out; nearly half read at or below the sixth grade
level (28, p. 7).

Students who " . . . l earn to read better are usually

able to do better work in t heir subjects of study." (37, p. 3)

Major

authorities concur that maturity of reading achievement is crucial to
success in co llege .

Th e student whose reading instruction ceased with

elementary school may find he is ". . . no better reader at the end of
senior high school t han he was when he entered high school." (2 5, p. 6)
Developmental reading for all types of students can be a deciding factor
in their future . Conan t (7, p. 67) states that it should be available on
a volunta ry basis " . . . for all the pupils il} the school.

The counselors

and t eachers o f English should . . . urge st udents to take advantage of
the opportunity . . . . "

Such programs are specifically checklisted in

The Evaluative Criteria for Juni or Hi gh Schoo ls (30, p. 95).
Remedial reading bega n to emerge after 1920 (17, p. ll29); developmental read ing has been a " . . . significant development of the last two
decades." (17, p. ll26)

The proximity of the creations involved has led

to some confusion as to their related but distinctly separated entities .

Develop mental re ading " . . . is conce rned with children of all levels
o f abilit y --- the average, slow, and gifted." (38, p . 389) Its aim is
to make the ". . . poor good . . . the good better. " (10, p . 9)
" . . . Even the superior learners profit . . . " (14, p. 15) It should be
optional on a continuous basis from elementary through secondary and
even into college (7 , p . 56; 38, p . 379; 10, p. 9; 14, p. 9; 17, p. ll26).
The goal is progress towards " . . . maximum capacity . . . " per potential of each student , and maturity of " . . . understanding . . . " (38,
p. 379)

These programs for all types of students should not be confused

with remedial reading programs which are specifically for the academically retarded reader, usually of average or better mental ability.
Dr. Conant and The Eva l uative Criteria for Junio r High School
recommend remedial, corrective , and developmenta l reading programs
(7 , pp. 55 , 67; 30 , p . 95).

Remedial and corrective both refer to aca-

demic retardation , the dis tinction being that remedial denotes a seriously
handicapped reader of two or more years' retardation , whereas co rrective
denotes retardation of a l esser degree (17, ·p . ll28).

Developmental

reading can include both these type s of re ad ers as well as those of
average or better achievement.
Educators often refer to programs for the mentally retarded as
"developmental . " These classes for special types of learners should not
be confused with those programs designated as basal or developmental
reading programs . The terms "basal" or "basic" as hereinafter referred
to "'re

qvno nymou~

w ith the teffi' "d P. velo pment'1l" in referenre t" the
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program and materials to be described.

B. Types of Developmental Reading Programs

Because of its neophyte nature, the direction of these programs is
in a state of flux.

Authorities generally concur on major objectives , but

emphasis to attain these ends vary.

Programs in operation are described

in Problems in the Improvement of Reading (40, pp. 32-59), Teaching
Reading in High School (23, pp. 259-274), and Reading Instruction in
the Secondary Schools (1, pp. 156-222), while a suggested program for
junior high school is the subject of A Developmental Reading Program for
Grades 6 through 9 (44).
Three major evolving areas for emphasis appear to center on:
(a) machines and improvement of rate, sometimes called speed reading;
(b) content area skill improveme,"nt, generally incorporated within the
content subject area; and (c) sequentially leveled materia l s, utilized
either as part of the English class, or as a separate program .

.

An objective summary which encompasses machines, rate, and
comprehension may be located in Psychologv in Teaching Reading (38,
pp. 234-236).

Pertinent aspects relative to rate improvement and speed

reading courses would include such as the following.
1.

Slow learners t e nd to comprehend at a slower pace, faster
learners at a higher pace (6, pp. 500-512).

2.

Relationship of speed and comprehension can be larg e ly de pendent upon the purpose set and the nature of the material

4

3.

Basics of phrasing can lead logically to sequential development of rate without machines {14, pp. 14-16).

4.

The typical reader can increase rate by 20 - 25 percent without loss of comprehension, but homemade devices may be
used to accomplish this (10, p. 22).

5.

" . . . An undue emphasis on speed . . . divorced from
understanding could be disasterous."

6.

(1, p. ll7)

" . . . Some things are best read at a rate of 100 words a
minute, others at ZOO, others by a skip - and - skim process which may cover 600 or 1, 000 orr-m'ore words per minute."
{14, p. 22)

The article "Teaching Machines in Perspective,"

also by Gates , is worthy of note (15 , pp. 1-13).
Two texts which give explicit coverage of skills per content area
are Te aching of Reading in High · School (2 3), and Reading Instruction in
the Secondary Schools (1).

Although subject content teaching has many

advantages, the danger lies in that " . ." . everyone ' s responsibility can
soon become no one's." (10 , p. ll)

If conditions for specific content

teaching aren't available, then ".

. the basal

must assume responsibility . " (10, p. 21)

devel opmenta l

program

Every content teacher shou l d

become familiar with the skills relative to his field , particularly in such
aspects as:

which rate is best for his subject , level of maturation at

which certain skills may or may not be taught successfully , and the
teaching of specialized vocabulary or symbols essential to his subject.
The developmental reading program can embellish the content teacher ' s

5

tasks by:
1.

clarifying those skills which are basal to all subjects;

2.

pointing out which specific skills apply to certain content
areas;

3.

teaching how, when , and where to apply rate properly; and

4.

emphasizing the need to learn specialized vocabulary , such
as in math and science.

Sequen tially leveled materials stress skills of a basic nature,
organized to develop progressive ly towards higher levels of maturity.
They generally consist of sequentially graded workbooks often ac compan ied
by texts, l eve l ed workbooks without texts, and laboratory kits with many
individu aliz ed selections covering a wide achievement range.

The control

group used texts , workbooks , and kits as will be described . As supervisors compare complete series of vari ous publishing companies prior
to se l ection, it would be advantageous to consider the following, and
how it might affect their particular programming:

(a) grade or l eve l gaps,

(b) gearing material too specifically fo r l ow· ability, (c) se l ections which
dovetail the English literature program, and (d) how be s t to control class room use of these materials near achievement rather than enroll ed grade
leve l of the student to assure a more effective program.

C.

Essence and Statement of the Problem

Improvement of comprehension in reading began when the impor tance of silent reading was recognized (17 , p . lll7).

Gray feels that a

6

modern series of stud ie s relative to this comprehension factor should be
instigated {17, p . ll24).

Comprehension is " . . . highly related to aca-

demic grades." (38, p. 214) The testing instrument of this thesis ,
California Achievement Tests, Complete Battery, Junio r High Level
(41), arrives at its total reading score by combining the factors of voc abulary and comprehens ion.

The expe rimental program stressed improve-

ment of the comprehen si on factor; statistics concern this factor for all
types of learners in the experimental and control groups.
Individualizing for these t ypes is almost un i versally agreed upon
as a worthy aim, but difficulties inherent in attaining it, particularly
when complicated by heterogeneous grouping at the secondary level, can
seem overwhelming for the teacher (10, p. 15) .
The problem, then, is as follows:
When eighth grade heterogeneous classes of 25 or more students
per class meet daily in a year ' s program of developmental reading, (a)
what individualizing procedures and (b) . what teaching methods (c ) will
result in reading comprehension growth abo;re average expectation ac cording to the learner's potential?
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CHAPTER II
THE HYPOTHESIS

A.

Grouping and Individual Differences

Flexible subgrouping for reading improvement is desirable at
elementary and secondary levels, authorities agree (12 , p. 166; 40,
pp. 386-7; 4 , pp . 129 - 30; 14, p. 11) .

It" . . . best meets the problem

. , " especially for heterogeneous groups (10 , p. 11).

Lines should

be so flexible that a student may advance freely, or belong to more than
one group at a time (38, p. 386). It is important to organize and provide
for differences (23 , p . 246).

This means not only d i fferen t ia t ed assign-

ments and a range of materials for ability , but also a varying of teaching
method in terms of the learning characteristics of students (10 , p . 11)
Teacher knowledge of individual differences may be essential to
success in reading programs , major
they indicate, can be obtained from:

authori~ies

agree.

Such knowledge,

(a ) cumulative records and confi-

dential fi l es which reveal IQ, achievement , grades , race , home and
health conditions , possible psychological disturbance , comments of
previous teachers , and others; (b) an individualized reading analysis or
profile revealing areas of strength and weakness; (c) oral and observational means for work and study habits, attitude and motivation, person ality and peer associations; (d) student papers which concern interests,
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reactions , and tests; (d) student- teacher conferences.

Such knowledge

should be a continuing process in some respects , allowing for reevaluation.
Respective of individual IQ scores, it is recognized that " . . .
all measurement is subject to error." (35, p. 131) This source mentions
Hildreth's warning concerning the acceptance of a single IQ score (3 5 ,
p. 288).

Authorities concur that single scores are particularly suspect

if group administered.

Recent studies indicate that IQ scores of students

from certain groups may need reevaluation :

children from non-English

speaking homes , the culturally deprived, and those from the so-called
lower socio - economic classes.

However, educators need to " . . . make

the best possible use of such tools as ex ist . " (35 , p . 135)
In light of the above, learners will hereinafter be referred to as:
(a ) Slower, 65-79 IQ; (b) Slow, 80-89 IQ; (c) Average , 90 - llO IQ; (d)
Superior, lll plus IQ.

Types of learners will be the basis for some sta -

tistics, and this IQ range was included in both experimental and control
groups . For more precise classification and. distribution of IQ see the
Merrill report in Frandsen's text (12, p. 146) .
Those developmenta l reading courses offered on an optiona l basis
which are not speed reading courses often comprise a l arge number o f
s tudents who are poor readers.

Authorities differ as to causes of poor

re ading, these vary from a single one to lengthy lists . A comprehensive
list widely accepted is in Readin g Difficulties: Their Diagnosis and
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Correction (4, pp . 148-9) . Poor readers can be found in all types of
learners , and often in such special groups as mentioned above.

Many

students enter the developmental program before or after a remedial one;
both offe r measures which can be used correctively . The following chart,
devised by the author , shows the interrelation of remed ial and developmental programs , some basic causes of poor reading , the t hree types of
learners, and special groups. It may clarify relationships involved and
facilitate individu alization . Major sources are listed in Bibliography B.

B.

Readiness in Motivation and Reading Skills

The urge to ach i eve , or lack of it , affects corre l a tion of IQ and
predicted achievement with actual a ccomplishment (35 , p. 303 ) . Alm os t
any method which can break the habit pattern of fail ure t hat results in
establishing a successful experience pattern - -is worthy (11).

Motivation

as student incentive should be approach ed individua ll y (38 , p . 67 ) . It
is not the artificual pep rally prece e ding presentation o f material , but
. is part of the teaching me thod and cannot be separated from it . "
(27 ' p . 17) .

Mas l ow ' s hi erarchy is a positive approach to mot ivation (2 4),. . It
depe nds on prior satisfaction of prepotent ne e ds which are:

(a ) physio -

logica l drives ; (b) safety , security, and freedom from anxiety; (c ) love
and acceptance; (d) self and social es tee m; (e) self - act ualization (24 ) .
When a student ' s method of attack is rigid, means should be used

Chart l.

Relationships in reading or poor readers, types of learners, and special groups

Poor readers

Slow learners

Average learners

I. Includes all
1 . 90% fall between 80 and 110 IQ.
1. May be capable readers, but still have
three types of
learners and spe- strengths and weakness.
cial groups in
1. Below 80, al- 1. Eligible for remedial
various ratio.
most assuredly
1. Remedial reading
Remedial reading usually not elidraws bulk of studraws those pergible for remedi- dents from this group.
forming 2 grades
al reading.
or more below
1. 80-89 IQ;
actual grade
high ratio; may
placement. May not be eligible
be poor reader of remedial.
less than 2 years 1 . May work to
lag; eligibility
potential, perform
below grade level .
then varies.

2. Authorities
say usually
characterized by
poor comprehension.

Superior l earners

certain areas of
readi129...,
1. Usually doesn't
need remedia l , but
may. Performance
at grade level may be
below potentia l.

Students from homes
of lower socio-economic, culturally deprived, or non-English
speaking groups
1. IQ and achievement
scores can be affected.
IQ score based on language or reading is
suspect. May be weak
in initial concepts for
early reading, resulting in poor progress .
Eligible remedial if IQ
score indicates acceptance.

2 . Be alert to bifactor; total score may be misleading if either vocabulary or comprehension factors widely divergent from each other.

~
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Chart 1.

Continued

Poor readers

3 . Beginning
reading stages
combine audi tory, visual,
kinesthetic
(tactile ) ap preach . Pupil's
weakness in one
of these , or need
o f emph as i s for
one over others ,
may lead to poor
reading .

Slow learners

Average learners

2. Needs more vocabulary emphasisinterprets on concrete level; poor
at generalizing ;
needs simpl e in duct ive experiences; needs simpler comprehension skills, may .
not attain higher
skills; may •not
be able to interpret abstractly.

2. Boys tend to
think more in concrete terms than do
girls; may evidence
some characteristics
of either slow or
superior , or some of
both.

Superior learners

2 . Interprets well
on abstract level;
generalizes well;
good at relationships; capable of
attaining higher
skills but still may
need guidance.

Students from homes
of lower socio-ecorr
omic , culturally deprived , or norr.English
speaking groups
2 . Tends to be a physical learner; may be
hampered by rig idity of
his approach culminating in appearance
as slow learner but
may not be; word concept improvement early
years may facilitate
better comprehension
of higher skills later.
Cultural climate affects grasp of school
climate .

3 . Teachers should be alert to visual or auditory deficiencies, as well as other physical factors which may affect reading. The need of some children for a tactile approach
t o beginn ing readi ng, which may not be emphasized for them, is beginning to be more
recognized .
3 . May a l so pro 3. The need fo r physifit by more of the
cal contact of some in
t actile approac h.
these groups may aid
early learning.
~

Chart 1.

Continued

Poor readers

Slow learners

Average learners

Superior learn ers

Students from homes
of lower socio-economic , culturally deprived ,o r non-English
speaking groups

4. Emotional,
mental disorder ,
may be either a
cause or result of
poor reading .

4. If condition is serious, psychotherapy could be recommended.

5. Accidents

5 . Frequent moves; lengthy or series of illness es , especially in early grades; parental
pressures to exceed beyond potential or excessive catering; poor early instruction by
improperly or poorly trained teachers , especially in earl y grades, among others.

6 . Excessive
stress on early
phonics , or oral
reading without
proper sequence
to higher skills
of silent reading,
can cause help
in one stage becoming hindrance
in another , later
stage of development.

6 . Benefits by
slower rate of
speed in r-eading.
Word assistance
helpful , but pro ceed slowly to
comprehension in
l arger units. Use
caution so as not
waste time stu dent or teacher
if not ready next
stage.

4 . Be alert to condi tions arising from
sing le-parent homes,
or rejection of schoo l
environment.

6. May need slower
1
or spe eded rate for
comprehension. Perspective in speed
needed .

6. Benef its by higher 6. May well benefit
rate if perspective in early training in phonuse is clarified. May ics and oral , if probe hampered by too
ceeds well, then to
slow speed holdover later silent and compreearly stages or oral. hension skills .
6. Subvocalizing can cause slow rate, similar pace for all materials.
Be a l ert if consistently much under 250 words per minute at h igh
school leve l . By fourth grade, silent speed should surpass oral.

;::;

Chart 1 . Continued

Poor readers

7 . Some au thorities choose a
single criteria
base , as interest
or motivation , as
a primary cause.
(See later material, this thesis,
relati ve to moti vation.)

8. Readiness:
jumping readiness
hurdl es may lead
to frustration ,
failure; may be
"stuck" in one o f
series of sequen tial development;
may not have had
guidance in l ater
higher levels of
sequence.

Slow learners

Average learners

Superior learners

7 . I nterest and
7. May be a primary cause.
motivation affect- 7. Major portion lit 7. Bored by drill;
ed by teacher's
erature basals (about
distributed practice
frown for slow
two-thirds ) s l anted to
better; benefits by
challenge, enrich prog ress, and
reading interests of
ment .
own feelings
girls.
frustration , climate of fa ilure.
Takes well to and
benefits from drill
and massed prac-:
tice .
8. Benefits by gui 8 . May attain
8 . See above .
higher levels on own ,
May never attain dance; hurdle jump but most benefit by
h igher leve l s
ing and "stuck" at
one level apply here.
some guidance.
sk ill s based on
8. Same task
a bstract reason- 8. Habits of work
usually takes less
ing , generaliza- may affect.
time than peers.
tions .
8 . Is affec t ed by
need o f l o nger
time for same
task as peers.

Student s from hom es
of lower socio-economic, culturally deprived, or non-English
speaking groups
7 . Poor attitude toward
reading and school can
develop as result of
attitude of home, culture ,
peer group; lessens interest and motivation.
Themes in reading often
far removed from his
environment. Motivation may affect IQ score.

8. See slow and average.
Guidance based on good
foundation may affect IQ
and performance l eve l s
favorably. Readiness
could be major clue for
sequential development
re suiting in improved
scores, if early scores
lowered by same factors
that might improve them .

;:;;

Chart 1.

Continued

Poor readers

Slow learners

Average learners

Superior l earners

Students from homes
of lower socio-economic, c ulturall y deprived, or non-English
speaking groups

8 . Continued
(See later material,
this thesis , relative to readiness . )
Do not rely too heavily on a single IQ score, particularly if group administered.
TRANSFER OF LEARNING
"Transfer principles enhance the e ffectiveness of learning for individuals at all levels of intelligen ce."
( 12 , p. 360 )

-""
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to help the student break these bonds to enable flexibility (27; 9 , p. 289).
Hilgard , in referring to Thorndike's Law of Readiness , concludes that
readiness is" . .

a preparation for action." (21, p

18)

Dr. Bennion

described a five level hierarcy of drives for action : (1) fear , (2) punishment, (3) reward, (4) duty, and (S) inherent self - satisfaction (2). A
teacher may assist a student by applying motivation from drives for
action to break bonds of rigidity , thus reconditioning upwards the stu dent's motivation hierarchy from his level of readiness towards self-a c tualization . It also involves a cross application by the teacher from
Maslow ' s hierarchy for reconditioning a student's drives towards inherent
self-satisfaction.
This double reconditioning process was called " . . . the heart of
motivation . . . " by Dr . Umstattd (42) when presented by the researcher
in a chart explaining individualized application of teaching method to
motivation . A simplified version isJ shown on pa·ge 16,
Readiness is " . . . an esse ntial condition o f e ffec tive learning . "
(12, p . 104) It is requisite in probably every aspect of the curricu l um
(12 , p. 97) .

"Thus there are numerous determinants of readiness . . .

they also govern his degree of readiness for each succeeding phase of
higher level reading development." (38, p . 449)

Authorities concur.

Those reading programs or teachers that do not take cognizance of this
readiness factor and propel all students into a single text or workbook
according to enrolled grade level, can face mutua l teacher and student
frustration with the unready.

Betts has identified three reading levels

Mu:olow's IIi cmrchy
Prepotency Needs

5.

('~
3
.st

Bennion 's Hi erarchy (' 63)
Dr ives for Action

~rt
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0127
~?> ~

r"'. ,s"'
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./
. '\.\.0
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5.
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Figure l.

Individualizing for motivation
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which clarify how this can happen . An independ ent reading l evel requires
about 90 percent comprehension and word Pronunciation for comfort an d
rhythm , instructional level about 7 5 percent c omprehension and 80 percent word pronuncia tio n; much below this latter figure is frustration level
(3, p. 438}.

In fact , on frustration level, rea ding comprehension retro -

gression may occur .

(See later statistics . } Failure is almost certain in

most areas of knowledg e when unreadiness is severe (35, p. 33 1}.
For steps in analyzing words see ~eir Own in Reading , Revised
'

'

'

Edition (18} . For a condensed version of s eque ntial steps from pre - reading
activities through maturity of skills see ~ational Psychology (12, pp.
97 -9 8} .

"The developmental program is built upon the premise that a

growing ma turity in reading is achieved through a continuous growth in
the ba s i c skill are as." (10 , P · 9} So , the Skills involved , but not the
maturity in use, are es sentially the same Whether second or twelfth
grade (10, p. 10}. Parker has ex plaine d how instruction of skill s can be
individua lized for l earn in g by laboratizing instruction through presenting
a ma jor skill to all , then individualizing in ,a self - operating approach
(33} . The latter statement is a simplified vers i on of the researcher ' s
organization and approach.

c.

Inferences from Psycho l ogy~eories of Learning

Reading authorities ge nerally concur that ". . . all the rese arch
in the psychology of learning becomes a Part of the psychology of reading."
(38 , p . 452 } The twofold goal of teachers should be g uid ing students in
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mastery of concepts and skills, and teaching them "

. how to learn

and solve problems effectively . " {12, p. 307}
What type of classroom atmosphere would be conducive to such
guidance and approach?

J·

Pertinent aspect would include these:

PROCEDURE : This should be flexible, not cut - and-dried , al -

lowing for zest and student self-insight {14 , pp. 2 6 - 8) .
2. TYPES OF QUESTIONS: Improvement of comprehension may
center on the nature of questions from both students and teacher . They
should be towards attacking " . . . understanding ideas read in their
proper relationships." {10 , p. 19)
3 . STUDENT PARTICIPATION:

"Active participation

is pre -

ferable to passive reception . " {38, p. 79 )
4.

PRAISE AND BLAME: Reports tend to support s incere praise ,

but entities should act according to the whole situation {35, p. 325).
Either should be given when due , yet if scolding is needed , it should
be done in such a way that the student ooesn 't feel hurt or angry {26) '.
5.

RECOGNITION: Growth should be recognized "

no matter

how small, when it occurs." (2 3 , p. 54 )
6.

TEACHER GUI DANCE AND MI STAKES: Give g ui dance on l y as

needed , for students need to learn how to meet obstacles constructively;
they shoul d have freedom to " . . . learn from their mistakes." {1 2, p . 223)
7.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE: There should be a " . . . steady ,

cumulative sequence of successful behaviors." {43 , p. 4) "Tolerance
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for failure is best taught through providing a backlog of success." (38,
p

0

79)

8.

DISCIPLINE: From the teacher, it should be firm yet flexible,

aiming towards the student's fifth level of Cronbach' s hierarchy --the
rational - conscientious (8), or self-motivated.
9.

HUMOR: Authorities agree that teacher and class should have

a constructively applied sense of humor.
10.

TYPE OF EXPERIENCE: Learning and learning how to learn

shou l d be emotionally, intellectually, and motivationally satisfying, a
summary of sources indicate.
One chief value in becoming familiar with learning theories is
that they can suggest where to look for so lutions to practical probl ems
(22, p. 212)

An integrated theory enables" . . . c reative teachers to

invent new and better ways of te.aching and guiding children." (12, p . 31)
Concerning the three main theories of learning, the author, as Frandsen ,
has some " . . . bias t owards cognitive theory'.'(l2 , p. 52) , but co rrelat es
some views from the other two.

Aspects of !heory incorporated in the

program but not previously discussed are mentioned below .
Conditioning utilizes contiguity , and this "Contiguity in time of
the cue and the response is essential." (12, p . 34) Guthrie's Law of
Recency implies one would tend to do again what one did last in a given
situation (22, p. 48).

Theoretically, repetit>ion is'm't needed; ·but .variety

of application in follow-up situations is helpful (12, p. 34) . Thus,
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s t rike when t h e i ron is hot!

(See "re d A" and method of teachin g major

skills. )
Reinforcement util i zes trial-and-error and reward.

Thorndikes Law

of Effe ct in stimulus -response connec tions entails following a correct
response with a satisfier or reward for strengthening connections (22,
pp. 58 -9).

However , " . . . systematic trial-and -check practi ce

can also carry " . . . the l earner nearer to his goa l." (12, p. 295) As
Watson summarized, rewarded or reinforced behavior is more likely to
re c ur; reward-reinforcement should follow closely des ired behavior and
be c l ose l y connected in th e l earner ' s mind (4 3 , p. 2).

Thus, timing,

emphasis , and amount o f reward at crucial connection points can facili tate l earning .

(Again, see "red A," methods, and ski ll evaluations.)

Cogn itive theory utilizes in s i gh t.

"The most important contri-

bution o f gestalt theory to our understanding of learning is in the s tudy
of insight." (22 , p . 95)

Insight " . . . occurs sudden l y with a feeling

that now one really understands." (22 , p. 95) Perhaps basic is " . . ·.
the suddenn ess of the solution." (9 , p. 276)

So, when the tea c her has

t hat particular eye-to - eye and mind -to -mi~d contact with students whicq
denotes the sparking of insight, that is the time to apply integrat ed application of theory--and concrete means for bringing that spark to full
fire.

(Again , see "red A," insight l earning o f skills, and evaluating.)

Gradual learning by a series of trial-and - error can also be interpreted
as a " . . . series of small , partial i nsights ." (22, p. 96) (Note use of
evaluations.) This insight characteristic of cognitive theory is
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particularly conducive to transfer, and resistant to forgetting; it tends
to persist (22, p. 95).
Conditions for transfer are summarized by Frandsen (12, p . 362).
Effective transfer is a product of (l) generalizing concepts and
skills, (2) practicing them in varied applications, (3) developing a mental set for further applications and extensions of
learned concepts and skills in new problem situations, ( 4)
sufficient relationships between principles to be transferred
and intended areas where they may be applied, (5) learning
how to learn - that is, discovering continually more effective
work methods, (6) thorough mastery of concepts and skills
to be applied , and (7) adapting curricula and methods of
teaching for transfer to individual differences in abilities
of th e learners .

D.

Statement of the Hypothesis

When e ighth grade heterogeneously grouped classes of 25 or more
students per class meet daily in a year's program of developmental
reading, growth in reading comprehension will a l most always be above
average expectation per potential of the learner if : (a) procedures or-,
ganized towards individualization and (b) methods based on teaching
towards insight learning of the basal reading skills are (c) integrated
with knowledge of individual di.fferences, readiness concepts , grades,
and the psychology of learning for (d) transfer of skills towards higher
le ve ls of comprehension maturity.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES IN ORGANIZING FOR INDIVIDUALIZATION

A.

Nature of Students in the Experimental and Control Groups

Results of the first large scale evaluation of homogeneous versus
heterogeneous grouping:

"It was found that ability grouping does not

necessarily result in better achievement." (31, p. 378) A review of research in grouping (13) and a recent five - year study involving Weber
County and Ogden City Schools of Utah generally substantiated the
above (5) .

Central Junior High School where the experiment was con-

ducted , reflects the heterogeneous grouping philosophy of its district ,
Ogden City Schools.
Self - selection of courses and conditions of selection can result
in the skewing of a class average IQ and other traits in one direction or
another even in heterogeneous grouping as

awhol e .

In the control and

experimental programs of 1957-1958 and 1962 - 1965 respectively, students
of a B or better average scho l astically who took foreign language study,
or those who chose instrumental music, did not tend to enter either pro gram.

The control program consisting of 156 students, and the experi -

menta l program consisting of 175 students, had language IQ averages
skewed near to low average : 97 and 96 respectively.

Both programs

had entering reading comprehension scores averaging 7 . 2 . These control
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group JQ ends were 65 -150; comprehension entering scores were 4. 4-J.Z. 0.
Expenmental language IQ ends were 65-12 6; comprehension entering
scores were 3. 7-11.0.

(See later chapter concerning statistics for

additional comparisons.) Special groups in this locale included SpanishAmericans, Dutch immigrants, and students from lower socio - economic
categories .
Both programs , control and experimental , were year courses .
When the control literature course was offered, the experimental develop mental reading course was not, and vice-versa.

Experimental group was

under the researcher's instruction in three separate years with different
students enrolled each year , but control group was under several different in structors for a single year.

B.

Both were eighth grade courses.

Nature of Materials in the Experimenta l and Control Groups

The control group , designated as literature classes, primarily
used a single eighth grade literature text for all classes; this was occasionally supplemented for enrichment acc:ording t o the in clination of
the various teachers.
The experimental group , designated as deve l opmenta l reading
classes , used three genera l types of materials:

(a) texts and workbooks

designed for developmental reading; (b) an individualized reading lab oratory kit; (c) teacher - implemented supplementation .
The three texts with accompanying workbooks were from the Scott ,
Foresman and Company Curriculum Foundation Series for Junior High
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School u s e, The Ne w Basic Readers (16).

The laboratory kit was The

Science Research Associates , Incorporated IliA (32) .

C.

The New Basic Readers and Phase One

Basic Reading Skills for Junior High School Use , henceforth re ferred to as Basic, is a 185 page textbook not accompanied by a workbook .

Designed for those entering the seventh grade , it inc ludes

selections from preceeding grade l evels , and about all basal skills fo r
grade two through twelve.

There is a five-page survey test utilized by

the researcher for ana lyzing a student's areas of strength and weakness;
this was given when the student entered the course . There are sixteen
sections organized by the authors t o develop maturity of skills from the
survey test, and two concluding sections , "Summarizing and Organizing"
and "Reference Materials . "
Phase One of the course concentrated on this Basic material: the
l ast t wo sections mentioned above and in c is ive pages in two general
groups of 7, 8, 9 , 11, 12 , 12, 39 , and 61 , t ~en 17, 18, 19, 21 , 31 , 46 ,
48 , 50 , 60 , 70, 83 , 87 , 97, 98,111 , 112 , and 127 . These preselected
pages and sets were chosen becaus e they a re particu la rly conducive for
insightfu l understanding of major basi c skills essen tial in the various
gBde l evels.

The teacher ' s approach included conceptual embellishment

to·Nards insightful understanding for mature use of these skills: exp laining in clear, simple concrete terms; re latin g to teenage areas of interest;
dramatizing; diagrams and colored chalk illustrations; possible content
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field applications; the "red A" as will be described; utilization of above
at moment of contiguity.

Major skill introductions as described above

was followed by return of the student's analysis taken from "Survey
Tests" in Basic. Ana l ysis was sectioned according to areas of weakness
and strength as evidenced by this survey according to pages and general
skills.

How this individualized analysis was to be used in future Blocks

of Phases Two and Three was explained .
Phase One had tests correlated with the concluding two sets and
2 5 pages of Basic mentioned above, and the supplementary materials of
this Phase as will be described later in this chapter.

D . The New Basic Readers and Phases Two and Three

Phase Two an d part of Phase Three required Basic work according
to weakness and strength of analysis, and this Basic work was considered as minimum "C" grade level for report cards.

For each future

Block to be described in detail later, Basic work according to analysis
was to be done first before higher levels for higher grades.
For all workbook pages in all grade levels, no "F" for failure
was ever given in these Blocks, or on Phase One pages , if the page was
comp l eted.

Rationale was "learning from mistakes," "s eries of partial

insights" as mentioned heretofore.

Since evaluation for all workbook

pages was required for grades les s than ''A," this evaluation by the student
entailed some learning, it was presumed, and therefore no "F." Skills
varied for evaulation not only for page ski lls, but also for nature of the
student.

Chart 2.

Analysis for individualizing the Basic in phases two and three
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Other publications of Th e New Basic Readers used were text and
worl:boo k titled More Parades of high seventh level; text and workbook
titl ed Pano ramas of low eighth level; More Panoramas text and workbook
of high eighth level.

Levels, s o named by the authors, sometimes taxed

those entering at such levels if the t o tal reading score was higher than
the partial comprehension factor.

Independent, instructional, and frus-

tration levels for many also had to be cons i dered.
Blocks for Phases Two and Three included some Ba sic according
to need for a minimum "C" report card level; a smaller number of workbook pages with accompanying text from More Parades was required in
addition to Basic for a minimum "B" report card grade; Basic plus More
Parades plus some Panoramas pages for each Block was required for an
"A" card grade.

Occasionally an advanced student, not taxed by More

Parades, skipped it, and worked. independently in More Panoramas in stead for his "A" g rade .
Easy materials were always done and checked first , then harder ,
then still harder respectively for each Block _in order . Those who had
strength areas in Basic per anal ysis were rel eased early from Basic self - .
grading and discussion of skills involved to work on advanced materials.
Those who were weak on skill page set in the survey test did the strong
pages plus his own for weak areas - -thus benefiting from discussion with
the strong ones.

However, they re mained for smaller group discussion

of these weak area pages and a chance to shine at their own readiness
l eve l.

Then all were released , either to work on a succeeding Block if
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he could handle only "C" level comfortably, or for higher levele d materials of the same Block until such time as we checked them in order.
Th e se we re More Parades _for "B" report card grade level, then Panoramas
for "A." More Panoramas was rese_rved for specially advanced students
who set their own pages per Block; they worked, graded, and evaluated
independently, using teacher guidance only as needed.

Access was given,

as in Phase Three for all, to this answer book.
Independent evaluation by skill was required for all Phases for
all students . Except for More Panoramas independent workers, all pages
in Phase Two ,were group discussed and checked with the teacher, but
evaluated for skill independently.

Teacher guidance per knowledge of the

individual student , his work, study and skill problems was suggested,
plu s possible skills for that page.

Disagreement with book answers, if

ins'ightfully arrived at and logically backed up, was allowed, and credit
given.

A student who wished to tackle

a harder level

not previously

entered was allowed to "listen in" with that group for a plus cred it until
such time as he felt he cou ld enter it comfortably. If he entered near re port card time , he could make up pages for that level if he desired, or
take a plus credit to the lower grade leve l if preferred.
Students, therefore , self-- selected their report card level grade.
As skill insight was attained and matured , transfer elements affected more
comfortable transition to higher levels.

(See later statistics.)

"A," "B,"

and "C" level report card grades were given regardless of specific page
grades , whethe r "red A," "A," "B , " "C," "D," or "Dminus," because skill
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evaluation was considered a learning process -- no "F" if completed.

Part

of this Block work in Scott , Foresman Series became a part of Phase Three
which combined with the lab kit for an entirely individualized part of the
program.

In this Phase Three all work was done, graded, and evaluated

by the student with teacher help and conference only as needed.
Those unready for this type of self-motivation whose ability was
above minimum "C" level for which it was devised, were informed that
this was a "developmental" program.

This capable underachiever type

of high seventh grade or better reading ability had private conferences
which attempted to help him understand and overcome his poor attitudes
and work habits, with the clear understanding that he might get a report
card "D" or even an "F" if the situation persisted.

Rationale for this, as

discussed with the student, was that nature and grading of the course
was based on progress devel opmentally from point of entry.

This was

effective in almost all cases , with the student eventually forgiving the
teacher· for this appraoch as he progressed upwards in success patterns
and motivational hierarchy .

E.

The SRA Reading Laboratory and Phase Three

The Science Research Associates Reading Laboratory, III .A (32}
covers reading achievement levels from grade three through twelve.

The

kit has fifteen individualized selections at each of these leve l s for
power in reading comprehens ion and learning about words . It also has a
similar number of selections at each level for improvement of rate , or

Chart 3 .

Procedure: Organizing materials towards complete Individualization

PHASE ONE

feeds into

· The "C).qss as One Group

•

PHASE TWO

feeds into

The Class as Flexible Subgroups

PHASE THREE
Complete Ind ividualization

I. Emphasize basic type skills
in 2 sets and 2 5 pages of
Ba.§.!£ workbook and supplementary material.

l . Single group action now only on the
"strong" pages of Basic for a set
based on an ana lys i s page . See
circ l ed pages in Blocks below. See
preceeding Basig_ Analysis Chart.

I. SRA Laboratory is already
individualized. Evaluate by
skill for all scores under
90 percent.

2 . Present students with
their individualized analysis
from Survey Tests in Basic.
Refer to tests as pages 1-5
for these skills.

2. "Weak" and most "mode rates"
join in all pages for a set of Basic
based on an analysis page, but
"strong" are released after checking
their pages first.

2. All levels in The New
Basic Readers are now individualized, self-graded and
evaluated by skill under an
A- grade per page.

Learning for skills and how to
evaluate by them feeds into
Phase Two. Group type
evaluations recorded individually .

3. ''B " level More Parades is fle x ible for entry. Subgroup size varies .
4. "A" level Panoramas is flexible
for entry , usually the smallest
group.

Greater maturity in comprehension through growth in
knowledge and use of th e
basic skills, and independent
evaluation.

Growing skill insight, how it operates,
and student recognition of trouble
a reas facilitates series of "partial
insights" for guidance in learning how
to evaluate individually, and transfer
for maturation.
w

0

Chart 3.

Continued
SAMPLE BLOCKS IN THE NEW BASIC READERS

BLOCK ONE

BLOCK THREE

BLOCK TWO

"C " Grade Level Basic
Ana lysis page l
10, 64 , 65 , @ ?@,_.2{3, 69 ,
70 , @, 91, @. 93 , ~. 95 ,
96

"C" Grade Level Basic
Ana lysis pa~4
14 , 15, @, 0 ' 110, ll3, 11 5, ll6
Ana l ysis pag 2
20 , 22, @ .. 24, 26, @, @.@

"C" Grade Level Basic
Analysis page 3
32, 33, 34 , 35, 36, @. 40, @,
Analysis page 5
72,
76 ,
79,
91.@.
93 , 94 ,@

"B" Grade Leve l More Parades
Pages 1-6 in workbook

" B" Grade Leve l More Parades
Pages 7-14 in workbook

"B" Grade Le vel More Parades
Pages 16-24 in workbook

"A" Grade Leve l Panoramas
Pages 1- 4 in workbook

"A" Grade Level Panoramas
Pages 5-12 in workbook

"A" Grade Level Panoramas
Pages 13-19 in workbook

©

!9.

e.

®. ®.

a The circ l ed pages for Ba s i c " C " l eve l are for those cons idered fairly strong in these skills. The "strong"
pages are discussed first , and these students are then released for advanced study in "B" and "A" grade
l eve ls. The "weak" students do all Ba sic pages mentioned, and remain until all such pages are duscussed.

w
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speed.

Powers and rate builders were used as directed by the authors.

Listening skills as devised by the authors weren't included, but their
aims were as course progressed from inception . The auth ors direct that
students keep individualized charts of progress conce rning time it took
to read, comprehension time for questions on the reading and words, and
actual scores for these questions in the power builders.

The three

minute rate builders for speed and comprehension improvement are also
to be self -charted .

Pupils check, score , chart, and evaluate these

power ·and rate builders themselves. All scores under 90 percent were
evaluated, whether power builders or rate.
Some students who had h ad a lab kit experience of this nature
before transferring to the researc he r's course commented that they did
not always have to eva luate thos e scores be l ow 90 percent in these
other c la sses .

These studen ts freely volunt eered the opinion that they

were making faster and better progress in our lab approach , primarily
due to eva luating techniques.
This reading laboratory operated as the major portion of Phase
Thre e . Remaining Blocks from the Scott, Foresman and Company series
were done independently by students in the time l eft afte r l ab work.
The cou r se was now completely ind i vidual iz ed, or " . . . one in which
no two children i n the class are reading the same thing at the same
time." (19)

Students had moderatel y free access to the teacher's answer

books for The New Basic Readers which included grade levels from "A' 'J to
'®,"and suggested sk ills involved.
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If a student could not get out of a color level in the lab, he

brought severa l of his previous selections to the teacher for a detective
type process to locate and determine which skills were still impeding
his progress.

The same individualized detective type approach was used

now for locating and refining skill application for maturity if they appeared in the Scott, Foresman workbook levels .
A "C" grading level for report cards was allowed for a minimum one
color growth in the lBb, which usually applied to slow learners who also
had severe re ading problems at enrolled grade level.

Those who had

successful experiences at the red or near the ninth grade teading level or
above were eligible for "A" report card grades.

Warnings for "D" and "F"

grades seldom applied here , probably due to the lab ' s intriquing selfmotivating features , the detective typ e assistance mentioned and earli er
methods . It was observed that students who entered at or below fifth
grade comprehension level usua ll y continued to have difficulty even in
·the Basic of Scott , Foresman , whereas they had a measure of succes s so
essentia l for them when going from third to fourth , fourth to fiftb ,and sometimes to sixth grade in the lab.

Frustration levels and l ack of readiness

seem ed to take effect for these students in the Basic .

F . Teacher-implemented Suppl ementation , Book Reports , and Grades

Most supp l ementations have already been mentioned . Briefly reviewe d, these were: units on library and dictionary usage; survey of
tests; attacking hard words; how speed rate improvement works and
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applicab ility to specifics of c on tent fields; better test - taking means;
study habits including listening, concentration and others; how words
work; and other skill insight means.

These correlated usually at the in -

sightful relationship moment of contiguity with the skill or concept concerned . Most items were also included i n tests.
The library unit included reference materials which correlated
but embe llished reference material in Basic . Students were encouraged
to read not only fiction, but also biographies and classified books.
Book reports were kept simple but checked for these categories , and relationship with other school subjects was encouraged . Close cooperation
with the librarian effected a rapport helpful in guiding students' choices
according t o ability and interest .
The three citizenship grades of " S" for satisfactory , "N" :fo r
needing improvement, or "U" for unsatisfactory was attached to there sponsibility factor , among ot h ers.

Students who turned in at least one

or more book reports on or before the due date were entitled to an

"S~'

other things being equa l . Those who turned in late reports were accorded an "N ."

However , those students who still did not have any book

reports by term end, were accorded a "U" for unsatis f actory , and an "F"
or "Incompl ete" for that te rm , but were persona lly and consistently
warned that this would happen over at least a two week period.
ness factor apparently applied here in mo tivation.

Readi-

By the end of the

year, no student had an "f" for failure to have book reports; in fact,
many began to develop a real enthusiasm in reading as intense teacher
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and librarian guidance and motivat ion took effec t.

A kind but firm ap-

proach from the teacher was utilized. It included going personally with
the reluctant reader to help him choose from his readiness and interest
level.

This might mean, with librarian's help, a hot rod story, a bull -

fighter or Mexican migratory worker story for the Spanish - American,
one of a negro ball player or biography for colored students, a lively
love story for girls, or just finding a high interest-low enough reading
level for the retarded reader .

Friendly students offered assistance in

writing reports for those with writing difficulties.

The student so pres-

sured at this readiness level eventually forgave the teacher and a warm
relationship plus improved responsibility almost always occurred.
An "A" or "B " level term report card grade required about three or
more books of about 650 or more total pages; a "C" level meant usually
two books but totaling about 400 - 500 pages; a "D" and "N" l eve l was
credited if only one book or about 200 pages was reported .

Thus, a

,

superior reader could read two long, high-reading level books for his
"A ," or a slow Ieamer or retarded reader could read several short , easy
selections for his minimum " C" level grade. Most library book reading
was an out - of - class activity, but qua l ity was ove r seen .
Book lists availabl e were: boy or girl interest; types, as biog raphies, mysteries , adventure, science-fiction, cars , love; easy reading;
colle ge preparatory.

Easy and advanced materials included : Readers'

Digests, Boys' Life, and other magazines, pamphlets geared to teenage
problem s; paperbacks with helpful hints for improving study habits,
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spelling techniq u es, English , and others; phonics wheels and cards;
games dealing with authors, syllables, prefixes, suffixes, and roots.
Some reading of library books or using any of the aforementioned
materials were done as a student had time left after being prepared for
a workbook level, or as a respite during Phase Three.
Those whose book reports for the first term totaled less than the
term two self-selected grade levels could e levate book report credit to
their desired semester final grade.

Since a semester was two terms ,

this simply meant multiplying term one grade level totals for these
desired report card grades by two.

(The year course consisted of two

semesters or four terms.) Thus, an "A" or "8" semester grade for report cards required a semester total of about 1300 pages or more, and a
"C" meant about 900 or slightly more pages.

This became an almost

100 percent relationsh ip with workbook levels by the end of the second
term.

Students had the opportunity to have a semester grade accordil!g

to total development at that · Ume, not just an a verage of term one and
two grades . So, it was possible for students to have semester grades
of "A," "8," "C," and "S" even with "F's," "D's," "U 's," and "N's"
in term one . A plus credit to these grade levels was recorded if a student was in the process of ente rin g a higher level, did reading greatly
beyond his workbook level grade at that time, had "red A's" or did unusually well for his level on our tests.

Sometimes, notes of praise

were sent home if a student made unusual spurts upwards in any respect.
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G.

Testing and Retesting

Most tests were of the multiple choice or mix - and - match type and
were written by the researcher in a vocabulary style most students could
comprehend . They were presented in a spiraling fashion of:

(a) short

tests which concluded the introduction of a set of concepts and/or
skills during Phase One; (b) retesting these sets in a two and sometimes
three part series of cumu lative tests near the c lose of term one and end
of Phase One; (c) a single comprehensive t es t near the close of term
three and conclusion of Phase Two.

The course cu l minated in the ob-

jective reading test contained in the California Achievement Tests
Complete Battery Junior High Level (41); this result was compared with
en try score and discussed in individual conferences.

Care was taken

that there was no teaching geared to prime the studen t, either p remedi tatively or specifically on these items.
Tests were given for these purposes in re l ation to students :
(a ) to check strength of concepts and skills. as first introduced; (b) to
review these tests upon return for further strengthening , learn ing how
to learn from mistakes, a nd proximity for teaching how t o improve tes ttaking skills; (c) to check retention and s t rength of concepts and skills
at c l ose of Phase One to facilitat e transfe r to Phase Two; (d) to return
tests from Phase One close as per point (b) above; (e) to check retention
and strength at close of Phase Two to facilitate transfer to Phase Three
individualization.

Tests expedited teacher knowledge of individual

differences in action, initially and as they progressed; they eased the
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task of grading for term one when students were not self-selecting their
grade levels. Ana lysis was not included in the grading, as it was given
prior to teaching.
The following tests were usually given during intermittent periods
of Phase One, but before its closing finals.
l.

SURVEYING, ORGANIZING, OUTLINING: (25 points)

Following

survey of textbooks this correlated with outlining concepts for major and
minor ideas, and organizing set in Basic .
2.

SUMMARIZING AND ORGANIZING: (24 points)

Given in prox-

imity to the above , it concluded this set in the Basic.
3.

LIBRARY USAGE AND REFERENCE - TWO PARTS : LIBRARY. BSAGE

was given by our excellent librarian following her presentation.
was a mutua l decision to a id her rapport with these students.

This

The

REFERENCE test followed the researcher's presentation; material coin cided with, but embe llished , similar material in the Basic set.

Timing

for these tests varied for Phase One or Two, depending upon availability
of the library.
4.

DICTIONARY SURVEY: (25 points ) This materia l was often pre -

sented after the last two sets of Basic and preceeded the 25 i ncisive
pages, following the dictionary study unit as a supplementation.
5.

SUMMARY OF SKILLS: (27 points) This followed the incisive

pages and preceeded return of the analysis from "Survey Tests."
When the analysis was returned, many students had already improved, probably due to insight teaching methods for basal skills .
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Following return and review of the analysis, near the close of the fir st
term, a 40 point REVIEW OF BASIC ANALYSIS was given; this was a
simp l er , shortened ver sion of most elements organized in a multipl e
choice test.

Other concepts and skills, with the e xception of library

and reference, were compressed in a 4 5 point OVERVIEW OF GENERAL
UNDERSTANDINGS test.

A LIBRARY REVIEW of both usage and reference

was given late r, sometimes, but not always, near the close of Phase
One.

These usually terminated Phase One tests .
Te sting at the conclusion of Phase Two was the COMPREHENSIVE

62 POINT TEST.

This completed tests with the exception of the Cali-

fornia Achievement Test given at the end of the year .
Since much of this course emphasized mature growth in reading
through utilizing c l ear understanding of concepts and skills basic to a ll
levels, these tests were another means of c larifying them throu gh a
continuing series of partial insights . As stated earlier , in sightful
learning is particularly conducive to transfe r and resistant to forgetting.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS FOR INSIGHT LEARNING AND TRANSFER OF SKILLS

A.

Developing In sight Learning and the "Red A"

Whil e seeking solutions to the practical teaching problems involved in this program , the researcher arrived at an integrated theory
for learning which she hoped would work in the program .

Primarily

cognitive -insight, it a l so borrows from the o t her two major theories the
concepts of contiguity and reinforcement.

Since most reading skills are

basa l for grades two through twelve, a basis for method might be one
that attacks thes e sk ills in an approach most cond ucive for the type of
strength in a skill whi ch would transfer best for a growing maturity in
use . If insight learning is most resistant to forgetting and conducive
to transfer, then perhaps conditions coul d be set up to de velop and pro mulgate the kind of thinking in which

insig~t

l earning could flourish.

Paramount among these conditions would be the aspect of conti guity, or striking while the iron is hot ! Initial introduction to a basa l
skill shoul d not be a cut -and-dried approach, a blunt statement, if any,
of what it is.

This cruc ial first introduction woul d include the teacher

knowing the intricacies of the skill, where to find it, and having handy
other insight - provoking means which cou l d e l ectrify the current from
first spark of groping insight - thinking to red hot!

Phase One
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concentrated on just this, and most instances came while we were
checking student answers from the Basic, done without help, or other
sources .

Basic in Phase One was total class group action, or one group.

Here, language and situations are often comprehendable at about fifth
grade level, so most students could handle the ideas concerning that
basal skill without frustration.

Now -- the skills involved on that Basic

page are critical, not the number of pages checked in a day or even a
particular student's grade on that page.

When developing for insight

thinking towards a skill, nothing shou ld be allowed to distract the process of group interaction t owards it except the ringing of the bell!
The class was introduced very early as to how we would grade
this Basic; no F if any effort on a completed page.

Certain Basic pages

were assigned as a set, and these sets were closely related in their
types of skills and/or to most basal skills we would encounter .

Pages

were assigned, a due date allowed that even the slowest could finish
comfortably, and they were thrown on their own.

No help of any kind

was given in advance to the group, and only to such individuals as
came to the teacher after an independent effort . Teacher guidance was
meagre at this point so future guidance would be more meaningful.
Early finishers brought library books.
On assigned due date, most students were r eady with whatever
answers they had for these insight developing pages.

Those students

who were still not ready due to poor habits of work, usually capable
laggards, were informed to record their own "F" for that page , and were
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guided to recognize and evaluate for such poor work habits .

Nor was an

incomplete page for the same reason given the dignity of a grade, but
likewise evaluated for incompleteness. Although these students were
few, the importance of thei r recognizing this l ow readiness leve l was
essential for them.
elevated.

Later make-up was allowed as motivation level

One set was intentionally over - estim ated for due date.

When

the reason was given t o the class on th e day we actually checked , it
was apropos to constructive sense of humor.

Evaluative "poor work

habits" for an unprepared page was then written by the student --o ften
with a chuckle . This was handled kindly, with humor, but firmly.

At

all times , students c he cked their own workbooks , but the teacher
monitored thi s to some extent .
We were now ready to check

that~

set for the class as a

single group, with the skill of p·reliminary poor work habits settled as
a prerequisite to be conquered first by those to whom it applied.

Now ,

as we discussed the chec kbook answers for correct responses, an a l ert
eye - to-eye contact with students was mainfained. When the teacher's
series of questions leading up to the reasons for how that sk ill operated
for a correct res ponse was seized upon by a stude n t with that fiery spark
o f sudden i ns ight - thinking in his eyes --he was called upon for his facts
and opinions . These ha d to be l ogically exp ressed by him, but some
vocabulary help might be gently suggested . Not only the bright achi eve r,
but also all types of students were chosen and guided from time t o time
for this, opportunity for all eventually being given for one o r more "red
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A' s . " Congratulations for the type of thinking was heartily extended,
and the student himself was allowed to mark a "red A" on the roll for
that day . Zest a nd constructive excitement now reigned, and students
eage rly asked him to repeat his answer.

No prior notice of a "red A"

coming that day or when was usually given; improved listening and
paying attention habits were a side effect.
The concept of a "red A" being attached to ins ightful thinking
was established and became a con tinu i ng process.

Its value was ex -

plained as being a form of recognition for this type of thinking, and
somewhat equal to a test grade , being incorporated in term grades as
me ntion ed heretofore . According to theory , the greater the size of the
reward, the greater the possible reinforcement.

These "red A' s" became

attached t o insight thinking instances in genera l, and to resulting application of skills in a mature way later , whether they were in related
situatio ns or for certain pages.
So that familiarity did not breed Contempt , it was used with
discretion.

Sometimes several days would -.go by, followed by a sudden

rash of them as appropriate insight thinking application in learning was
recognized as predominant.

Spontaneity was encou raged.

Students

recognized this type of learning operating , and demanded it be given for
a contiguous relationship in these and other situations . The teacher
gracefully acceded; what they thought they "put over on her" was really
what she was seeking --their own recognition of insight type thinking!
Intriquing was the manner in which the reluctant or retarded reader , the
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slow learner, the capable under-achiever gradually became incensed
with a des ire for a "red A," his first feeble efforts towards it , then the
gentle gearing by the teacher for his achieving one- - followed by group
demand that he was entitled to it.

Sometimes, these became the very

promulgaters in the various level s of Blocks, whose responses also
helped catapau lt others towards maturity in skill use .
The "red A'.' as first given in reference to a skill was not for
naming the skill, but for an insightful relationship in its operation and/or
application which led the teacher to state the skill.

The skill was then

stated as a follow-up to the student's "red A" remarks, while the class
was in zestful attention.

All types of embelli shme nt now were presented

at this cont iguous moment--a chalk diagram, a colored chalk illustration in simp l e language or concrete symbols , a dramatic corallary situation of teenage interest, the use of any handy instrument such as a
yardstick , and others.

These will be described in more detail later in

this chapter. As these were being presented in contiguity , class interaction was vita l . One or more additional "red A' s" were often given
during discussion to facilitate and broaden extent to which more and more
students had contiguous correct responses made stronger for future ap plication as they too were reinforced by this sizable reward.
Grades were then given for responses on the Basic page.

Grades

for "A," ''8," "C," "D, " and "D minus" (no "F" for completed page) were arrived at by considering the number of items on that page with th eir importance to the skill use under discussion. So many misses were allowed for an
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•'A," so many for a "B;' etcetera . Sometimes a page at this time or later in

Blocks were allowed a "red A" grade on the student's grade slip if a
perfect set of responses was particularly meaningful for mature use.
Those whose page grades were l ess than ''A," evaluated according to the
skill applicable for the student which resulted in his less - than-A grade.
(Note here the corollary to less than 90 percent evaluation in the SRA
laborato ry as suggested by the authors.)
Each and eve ry workbook page at all leve ls and all laboratory
work was required to be evaluated i n this manner for acceptance.

As

knowledge and o peration of various skills increased, students became
more and more adept at this type of evaluative technique.

It also aided

the gradual series of parti al insights towards these same ends.

Grade

s lip s for pages , number missed , grade for that page, and student ' s
evaluations were turned in by tlie student in this ,self-checking and
evaluating procedure at the c lose of sets or Blocks.

Students ' checking

of their own workbooks in either the group procedures of Phas e One and
Two , or individually from the teacher's an~0er books in Phase Three ,
was another means towards insight l e arning for the student as we ll as
relieving the teacher for more import ant duties of the program . Grade
s lips with such individual evaluations were handed in for sets as described in Ph ase One , and after completing each Block in Phases Two
and Thre e.

The laboratory booklets had th e ir own plaees for evaluation.
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B.

Transfer of Skills and Evaluations

Insight type learning of basal skills in Phase One was handled in
single group action at a single reading level comfortable for most.
Skills involved for evaluation on a Basic page were usually stated for
the student with the exception of prior need skills as will be discussed.
Transfer in Phase Two was at level of need and growing maturity in
smaller groups of similar strength.

Flexible subgrouping allowed maneu-

verability to higher levels of maturity as facility in handling skills pro gressed.

Materials for subgroups and continuation of evaluative

techniques were approached by the researcher as:

(a) a progressive

series of growing partial insights for these skills and (b) varied

ex-

periences at•. growiil<;J<~rr1etuT'ati0n le!ITels in their use.
Class discussion at maturation levels for checking materials now
entailed a greater degree of individualization in evaluative method.
Growing teacher knowledge of the student as a who l e entity , and growing
student kn owledge and ease of use with ski]ls --enabled greater inde pendence in individualizing evaluations within smaller maturation groups ..
If a student's prior consideration in attacking workbook page skills was

hampered by such as: weakness in following directions , key words to
directions, continuing poor work habits, inability to concentrate , or
simply being in too much of a hurry for adequate use- - then he would have
to evaluate for these prior considerations rather than the specific higher
skills in volved . Teacher guidance in this aspect was supervisory but
pointedly exact . When and if these prior conside rations were fulfilled,
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we could then assume small group action to the skills at hand, and
evaluate accord ingly.

The use of "red A's" continued in group discus-

sion and on pages .
Transfer in Phase Three gave greater breadth of varied experiences in a wider range of ability le vels, up to and including twelfth
grade. Also, some opted to join higher levels in remaining Blocks from
the Scott, Foresman series now. As noted earlier , it was self - operating
and completely individualized. When students checked their work
either from The New Basic Reade rs' answer books or answer cards from
the SRA Laborato ry, they recorded their own eval uations for skills,
eithe r prior need ones or per content of the specific material.

Teacher

aid and guidance was given only as requested, or in the detective type
process discussed earlier.

C . Conceptualizing Basal Sk'flls' cfor Insight
and Hierarchy af Skills

1.

Conceptualizing basal skills
Insight thinking involves clarity of concepts involved.

The re-

searcher's plan of attack in this program, therefore, required that a
skill be approached as a specific concept . The concept of this sk ill,
basal for gr ades two through twelve, then became the important factor
for application.

It was the tool, whereas workbook and lab pages were

just materials for practice and growing partial insights to develop facility with these tools.

Note that method described approached pages

Chart 4.

Methods: Organizing insight learning of skills towards complete Individualization

PHASE ONE: l. Overview of most basal skills for all students presented in single group action. 2. Future conditions for transfer set up by deve loping insight learning for skill khowledge and application. 3 . Evaluation by skill presented by teacher but written by student.
PHASE TWO: 1. Subgroups and flexible entry for skill experiences at maturation levels handled in sma ller groups. 2. Application of insight learning
continues; series of small partial insights combine for strengthening of skill
knowledge and use in a growing maturity . 3 . Evaluation by skill in subgroup
maturation l eve ls enhances 2. above. Growing independence by s t udent in
recognizing skil ls applicable for him .
PHASE THREE: 1 . · Independence in individualized process of stil l more
vari ed expEl riences within still wider achievement range. 2. Strength
and applicati'on enables this independence. 3 . Evaluation by skill
continues, but is handled independently by student in a self-checking
process . Teacher aid g i ven only as needed.

..,.

en
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as skills involved, not a mere set of answers to be checklisted. It
seemed imperative to the researcher, then, that these conceptual tools
had to be clarified first and foremost for effective use in the program as
envisioned.
Clarification of conceptual tools meant, according to the heterogeneous nature of the class, that devices had to be found to approach
these concepts from more than one way for insight.

The vocabulary

pertaining to these skills on index pages of The New Basic Readers
workbooks, were not always practical for this program in their present
form, although they no doubt are in other approaches suggested by the
authors.

Also, the researcher wished to transfer these skill concepts

for insightful application to other Scott, Foresman levels, to the SRA
laborat ory , and for practical transfer suggestions in subject content
fields.

Stated another way, g.oal was to set up ;;kills as

insight~ully-

arrived-at concepts which could transfer to relevant situations at this
or future times .
Vocabulary had to be kept relativel>:"'simple , sometimes revising
terminology for heterogeneous meaningfulness.

It required concrete

explanations and demonstrative examples of some common reading terms,
as /'context." Certain types of students can be reached best by concrete items and symbols o r dramatic type situations, rather than abstract
terminology.

Still others can establish a rapport with a skill concept

only when a persona l situation almost literally "hits them over the head,"
as in "poor work habits" described.

Eye and mind contact, spontaneously
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created relationships, as well as predetermined means presented fresh
for the contiguous skill introduction--are essential . It sometimes was
appropos to note relationships of some skills as maturity developed.
Means most effective for the above will be presented , but others are
available.
The researcher viewed this course as a means of catapau lting
reading comprehension for effective transfer to most study content fields,
better enabling the student to reach his self-a ctualization with inherent
self-sa!lsiaction.
hension is.

Authorities do not concur as to exactly what compre -

No longer thought of as a lump sum, Nila Smith calls it

higher thinking processes of int e rpretati on and critical thinking
" (3 9, p. 149) Hildreth says " . . . gett ing the meaning is all that
counts . . . " (20, p . 545)

However, the researcher tends to agree more

with Smith and Dechant , who

~'tate

that certain abilities " . . .

a~e

basic to understanding and may be called comprehension sk ills."
(3 8 , p. 213)

Respecting certa in abilities being basic for comprehension

skills, the researcher is including some sk'l.lls not always in these lists ,
but which she considers essential.

2.

Hierarchy of skills
Maslow stated that lists of drives get us nowhere for practical

purposes {24) , and proposed his hie rarchy of motivation; this hierarchy
gave the researcher a clue for comprehension skills.

This would be a

three-level hierarchy in which the first two levels must have their needs
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met first in order to satisfy th e third.

The first level might be associated

with a t titude , the second with attack, and the third with higher thinking
processes . As such, they were usually discussed in Phase Two checking
for t he first two steps , before proceed ing to check the third step of this
hierarchy.

De ficiency in previous two negate possible attainment per

actual ability of the third.
1.

First level of hierarchy pertaining to attitude .

These would

in c lud e such as "concentrating," "paying attention and listenin g, "
"poor work habits," and "hurrying and careless ," and were so evaluated
if they preempted a student's higher thinking processes.

"Poor work

habits" for procrastinating has been discussed; this required readiness
l eve l approach from the teacher on an individua liz ed personal basis,

with motivational procedures used as mentioned . This was often, but
not always, effective -- probabl"y- because of psyc;hological factors of
long duration .
"Paying attention and listen ing" was demonstrated as listening .
to a current radio news broadcast which hail a series of interrupting ,
static - type beep-beeps completely garbling the message.

This was

usually presented right after the library test in which the librari an
l ectu red and demonstrated very well, but during which some students
continued habitual poor listening and paying attention habits.

Those

whose known ability prophesied better than actual performance due to
this re spect , were drawn into our group post-tes t discussion.

Con -

tinuing deficiencies in this respect usually needed on ly the reminder,
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"you ' re stat icing" to be effec tiv e.
"Concentrating" sk ills needed a series of applications with con fere nce s to h e lp the student overcom e this deficiency.

The capable

underachiever who o ft en had no great oifficu lty at elementary level
found his long-term habits inhibiting progress at secondary level. It
sometimes applied where self -a ctualization prospects were impeded
for some in specia l groups becaus e o f cultural mores , lack of identifi ca tion with school, or l ack of successfu l experiences early in the
school career.

It did not apply to those slow learners who tried

desperately to achieve at their enrolled grade level.

Contiguity was

made to easy reading materia l with complicated ideas which required
this skill for efficient performanc e.

The mind was compared to ten open

fingers, la ck of concentrating as u s ing less than this total by c losing
some, and comparing this use

pT less

than total _?PPlication as being a

symptom of partial, but not possible attainment.

Boys enj oyed the

comparison to l ett in g a perfectly good car engin e sitting around unused,
o pen to th e e l ements , and getting rusty.
conferences with serious cases.

Effective also, were private

Suggestions for improving concentra-

tion span involved a comp lete change of attitude towards da ily life.
Concentrating means pulling out the file drawer for school during school
time, keeping other files c losed.

Then open the recreation file for such

as skiing or boy - girl relat ions during afternoons and weekends at their
appropriat e times .
"Hurrying and careless" was some times evaluated if it, and not
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a higher level of hierarchy skill, truly applied.

In this type of evalua-

tion, it was recognized that these poor work habits negated possible
achievement here, and hindered growth in actual skills to be discussed.
Some apparently capable students doing poorly in school subjects
are in need of psychological help.

When some of these students almost

consistently fell down on the third or fourth successive try of a low
grade level in the SRA Lab , partial insight to their problem was perceived.

No pattern of skill difficulty was involved, but rather a "fear

of success , " for this meant to them an expectation of continu i ng suc cesses--a pattern they felt would swallow them up.
2 . Second level of hierarchy pertaining to attack.

The SQ3R

method of attack was originally introduced to the class when we surveyed our textbooks in Phase One.
SRA Laboratory.

Th i s is the method utilized in the

For compreheJ1S"ive overview of ,t his , see Robinson's

Effective Study, Revised Edition (34).
Lab (32).

Also see material in the SRA

Surveying the whole and que~tioning was compared to working

out a mental roadmap, such as marking ro~fe lines before proceeding
on a long car trip.

When surveying ou r texts , we did this first as a

fu ll text from cover to cover, then applied it to the study of a chapter
or part of one as it might be assigned in history , then to a specific page
such as in math.

It also Wi3s merbG>nsfrated >JW'herU:ests wete returned

for this aspect, or quickl y surveying the whole test before proceeding
to answer any sing l e question. It was consistently referred to in page
attack.

Generalities of reading skills were lightly touched upon here,
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and embe llished later , as were the re v iew and recite portions.

This

attack method was referred t o during Phases One and Two, but applied
intensely during Phase Three in the SRA Lab.
As a prior level of the hierarchy, "survey" was co rrelated with
"following directions," "key words to these direc tions," and "studying
the samples" thoroughly for comprehension.

This was emphasized for

full understanding before p roceeding at any time to practices which
followed, whether on a page or in subject content fields during the
course.

Specifics were pointed out in class process before checking

for higher l evel skills, such as locating key words of single or plural
nature, and the difference between degrees of some and many, all and
most, or none.

The best approach here was when the student came for

individual help to the teacher.
in his locating such key

She was then able to guide the student

words.~r

organizing the study sample him -

self -- according to procedures discussed in group.
The probl e m of "rigid attack " versus flexible was correlated

!

with "shades of meaning" and dictionary elltries for meanings 1, 2 , 3,
etcetera.

"Shades of meaning" belong in the next hierarchy , but it

adequately and clearly demonstrated the results of "rigid attack."
"Shades of meaning" is the researcher 's skill reference for words having
more than one meaning in context , ranging from light pink to deep red,
but still within a prime color; whereas a homonym of completely diffe rent
meaning would b e compared to a different prime color.

Using only one

shade of meaning for a word, as the pink shade , demonstrated the
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problems inherent in "rigid attack , " and seemed to work over a period of
time with these students as their problem demonstrated itself.
Levels of vocabulary were demonstrated to the class, such as a
person being able to understand more words in silent reading than he
would use in oral or written expression . How being able to comprehend
at a comfortable level when there were not too many missing pieces to
the contextual comprehension solution was compared to working out a
jigsaw puzzle.

Too many missing pieces, as in comprehend ing reading

vocabulary , means not being able to complete the puzzle without frustration; easily spotted key pieces enable ease of comp letion when most
pieces are there.

How to use context was incorpo rated here.

Clue

discussions of tele- , -graph and -gram , and - port were utilized in how
words work , then a "red A" given to each student who whispered in the
res earcher's ear the actual word of "teleport" used in a science fiction
story.

This was fun, many "red A's" were given , and it was preceeded

by a lively contextua l situation of being whooshed instantly to a va -'
cation on Mars or Venus sometime in the future .

•

How we learn words was described 'as the baby creeping towards
a hot stove, being warned "hot , hot" by the mother , and his yelling
"hot, hot" when he touched it. Another example was that of a poor
Asian In dian saving a rajah ' s son, and being offered a reward in rupees .
Rupee was easily recognized by the class as meaning a form of Indian
money.

For comprehension, use of " context " was described as necessary

to keep the "train of thought. " Reference to the dictionary should be
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at th e end of a large thought unit if context doesn 't work -- thus facilitating speed and comprehension . Th e following was placed on our
bulletin board.
READING HARD WORDS
1. Look for known parts. Is there a root you know? 2. Now
fi ll in the rest of the syllables . Your "ear" may now recognize the word. 3 . Try more than one way of sounding out
the pronunciation. Does your "ear" recognize it now?
4 . Continue ! Don't lose speed or train of thought ! Keep
up comprehension. As you continue, the word may make
sense in later context. 5. If context doesn't work, use the
dictionary at the end of an idea unit. 6. To improve speed
with comprehension , read in larger groups of words and
phrases that go well together for ideas.
Overemphasis on one level of reading can affect late r progress at
a higher level.

Thus , an emphasis on sounding out sylla bles at the

early e l ementary levels, i f it continues , can impede speed for com prehension at the secondary level and become a serious attack problem even
for superior readers.

Sil ent ra.t e should exceed ·oral .

Reading in · chopped

up syllables was demonstrated as hampering comprehension and comll'ared
to chopped up hamburger .

Different reading rates for comprehension per

type of content field was specifically discussed . Gradually en larging
the swoop of number of phrases that go we ll together for i deas is the
generalized clue for improving ra te while maintaining or improving com prehension.
In this hierarchy , "surveying the whole," "following directions , "
"key words," or keywords to directions , " "studying samp les ," "rigid
attack , " "using context," "using dictionary" were the usual evaluations.
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Some as "context" and "shades of mean ing" for word_s cross kal eido scopically to the third hierarchy.

Page exercise s for phonics were

usually evaluated for the preceeding two levels, or simply for "sounds
of vowe ls," " con sonants," "syllables," or "accents" in weakness.
We also referred to more than one dictionary for phonics, so that stu dents could maneuver more facilely in either the schwa or more complica t ed phonic approaches .
3.

Third leve l of hierarchy pertaining to higher thinking processes.

Kaleidoscopic cross - overs have already been mentioned, and will not be
repeated.

Some aspects o f review and recite from SQ3R apply here.

When reviewing for specific answers, scanning to "pinpoint an exact
answer ," like pinning the tail on the donkey, is something like scanning
for a name in the telephone directory.

The difference between a "bes t

answer" for an exact fit, and another close answer that isn't exactly
right is lik e seeking the "squ~re peg for the squ~re hole , " and not hitting
off th e edges of a square one to fit a round hole. Also, when major i!lnd
minor ideas are involved for a "best answer , " the top of a 36 inch yard-

._

stick re presents an "all inclusive answer,'" whereas anything ben eath
this may be a minor correct idea, but not right for a major all - inclusive
iclea.

This correlated contiguously with the outlining and survey unit;

it is complicated to understand even for able students. Another approach
here that worked was discussing scoring in playing skeeball. If the ball
goes in the center ring, it counts fo r 100 points, the next one for 50,
then 25 and 10; but an answer whose i dea scores within the outer rings
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a s i n skee b all, d oesn't count at all in most school tests - -so aim for the
ce nter i n "hitti ng the bull' s e ye," as best answer in generalizing.
To demo nstrate "making judg ments," a scale was drawn, and
s imil a r item s of same color were place d on the scale with different sizes
pe r those colored weights.

So, judge a $1. 2 5 an hour now if one quits

school to support a car, but $125,000 more in an average lifetime ' s
e arnings for high school graduates over dropouts.

"Drawing conclu-

sions" was demonstrated by different colored strands caught together
at strand ends in a vari-colored bow or knot.
"Chain of cause and effect" was demonstrated by a set of inter linking chains, but link point at one end of link was a result, while
at its link point to the next one it was a cause joined to result of succeeding link .

Relationship here to cause and effect in history , the

Revolutionary War or World War III was discussed . A relevant comparison to a father becoming

ill

leading to the m'other going to work,

leading to a student having more responsibility and less comfortable•
home surroundings can lead either to a stronger character, or a sour ,
rebellious one --was more contiguously meaningfu l in chain of cause an;:!
effect for some.
Then, for "sequence," we took links and numbered them 1 - 5,
and discussed jumping links for improper order in sequence .

"Sequence "

was also related precisely to key words and with material objects.
"Seque n ce " wo rd s such as then, no w , before, after, during, since,
while, as and o t hers were contiguously related.

Then three material
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objec ts were placed next to each other, with the center one representing
now, and the others before an d after; time order was demonstrated in
relativity by keeping center object at its original "now" spo t, but gradually carrying the others to opposite walls of the room, then bringing
them towards center again.
Inference, which we ca lled "implied ideas" had a ready reference
for future use by a picture of sea level with one-tenth of an iceberg above sea level line, and nine-tenths of the iceberg below for ideas inferred or implied but not stated.
'"Compare and contrast" was demonstrated by two sets of objects
with different shapes to represent various traits; then these objects were
co lored either the same for comparable characteristics , or in diffe rent
colors for contrasting cha racteristi cs of the same trait.

This was often

carried over to comparing and contrasting two students in the room, or
simulated charac t e rs in literature or current events.
"Relating ideas" wa s represented by five objects with one in fhe
center, then connecting them with lines re lating th em as center hubcap,
~

spokes , a nd wheel.
Sensory imagery and emotional reaction was discussed as the
reader " getting ins ide the skin" of the characte r.
A lively discussion of how an American and English history book
might refer to the Revolutionary War, or a Russian and American version
of a current space adventure preceeded how "author's purpose or viewpoint" worked .
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"Organizing appraoch" was correlated with outlining and survey
of textbooks, then carried contiguously to the two rather complicated
but related pages of phonics on pages 39 and 61 of Basic.

Here,

organizing into the simp ler three ideas of long and short vowel and
controlled "r" sound practically illustrated how a few minutes spent
in organizing compl i cated but related ideas can often result in better
comprehension plus speedier and more effective responses .
Other skills mentioned in the course but not here were either
too involved for a condensed version, rarely used , or handled only in
individual application.

The following was placed on our bulletin

board.
REMEMBER!
1 . Read for ideas . 2. Concentrate - don 't static!
3. Use SQ3R. 4 . Follow directions, locate key words,
study samples. 5 . Organize your thinking. 6. Work on
your "trouble" areas. z:;· Always eva lua te your errors by
skill . 8. Carry over sblls to your other ' school subjects;

D.

Transfer to Half-year n'evelopmenta l Classes

Popularity o f developmental reading' classes increased, and there
were gradua lly l ess year classes offered; more students were accommo dated by instigating half-year courses.
courses were also offered .

Lat er , ninth grade half-year

The researcher then taught these half - year

c l asses plus the year classes . There will be no attempt to offer resuiting statistics concern ing these half -year courses , although the
general trend seemed similar according to cursory tests.

'
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The se courses demonstrate how transfer aspects of the prece€1ding
may be applied . In the half- year eighth grade class, Phase One was
kept inta c t.

In term two following this Phase One, students' Basics

were sectioned for areas of strength and weakness for Blocks in Basic
only according to the individual need of the student.

These were cor -

related with the SRA Laboratory for a completely individualized Phase
Two of this two term course; here all material was done , graded, and
evaluated for skill independently by the student simila rly to Phase
Three of the year course.
The ninth grade course usually comprised students who had had
either the half - year or year course at the eighth grade.
higher level Basic Reading Skills for High School

Us~

We used the

(2 9).

This Basic

for high school use was organized similarly to the junior h i gh sch ool
one . Again, we gave the analysis based on "Survey Tes t s," and sec -

.· .

tioned this Basic for weakness and strength . Each student worked in dependently in these sections . This was the min i mum "C" grade.

Those

who chose to work additiona lly in the More:_ Parade s o r Panoramas were
e ntitl ed to a "B" grade, and those who worked in More Panoramas were '·
entitled t o an "A" g ra de.

The "A" grade also enta il ed minimum n inth

grade color l evel for the SRA Laboratory; many continued thei r eighth
booklet.
The same amount of library book reading was maintained for
qualifying "A," "B," "C," "D," and "F" report card grades in the halfyear classes . The minimum SRA ninth grade col o r level was again
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required in both for an "A," or one jump for a minimum "C . " Therefore,
t he se cond half of the half - year e ighth grade developmental class was
individualized , and the entire half - year of the ninth grade class was
ind ividualiz ed .
The researcher sincerely hopes that the suggest ions above pl us
the procedures and methods preceeding will appreciabl y expedite individualizing approaches and comprehension g rowth measures for other
teachers using these or similar materials.
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CHAPTER V
STATISTICS

A.

Introducti on to Statistical Tables

The California Test of Mental Maturity, hereinafter abbreviated
as C .T. M.M . was the mental test instrument; verbal or language IO
score was the statistical basis for nearly all these scores.

The Cali -

fornia Achievement Test , Junior High Level (41), was the testing instrument for grade achievement in reading; here, comprehension bifactor
was utilized.

Norms for 1957 or 1963 were employed , accord ing to

entering eighth grade data scores.

With few exceptions , 1963 norms

required better performance thafY did 1957 norms; , difference in norms
tended to favor the control group.

Comparisons of anticipated achieve-

ment were based on Table 31 of the 19 63 manual for the C.A.T.

All

students of both groups were included in st'atistics , with the exception
of those in either group for whom IQ and/or ente ring e ighth grade achievement scores were not available, or if a student l eft at any time during
the course for transfer or for remedial reading.
The control group, 156 students , were under various teachers for
the 1957-1958 year; this will be referred to as l. Lit. for the literature
program.

The experimental group , 17 5 students , were under the tutelage

of the researcher over a period of three years , 1962-1953, 1963 - 1964,
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an d 1964 - 19 6 5; this will b e referre d to as 2. D. R. for the developmental
r e ading program.
Where the last digit concerned was five or over, the preceeding
one was raised one digit.

Standard deviations are available but will

not be expressed; in general , the standard deviations for the control
group was somewhat wider than the experimental group, but these dif ferences were not extreme.

Unless stated otherwis e, statis t ics will

refer to means.

B.

Statistical Tables

Table 1. IQ 'Score s--C .T .M .M. 'Werbal or lLanguage
1. Lit.
Cases
Mean

IQ tota l means
Boy versus girl ratio
Boys '' •."
Girl s:c,'·
Case sprea d
Cases per types of l earners
Slower: 65 - 7 9 IQ
Slow: 80 - 89 IQ
Average: 90 -llO 'IQ
Superior: lll IQ or more

2. D.R.
Cases
Mean

156

97

175

96

92
64

97
96

!1[)8
67

97
94

high: 150 -l ow: 65

t1
i9
91
25

high: 1'2.6 - low: !65

19
34
100
22

\

Of

Table 2.

Total means of comprehension growth expressed in grade
levels
1. Lit.
Score

2. D . R.
Score

Beginning mean grade

7.2

7.2

Ending mean grade

8.2

9.0

.9

1.8

Total mean growth in grades

Table 3.

Cases and percents for ends of high and low in comprehension
growth --expressed in number of grades grown
l. Lit.

2. D . R.

Cases

Percent

Cases

. 0 or less (remained static
or regressed)

Percent

33

21.1~

5

2 . 86

. l to . 9 or less than one
year's growth

57

36.54

29

16 . 57

1 . 0 to 1 . 9 or growth of one
year or more but l ess than two

38

24.36

77

44 . 00

'

~

2 . 0 to 2 . 9 or growth within
a two-year range
3. 0 grades or more , or growth
of three years or more

20

12.82

41

23.43

8

5. 13

23

13 . 14

Table 4 . Cases and percents for ends of high and low in comprehension growth--expressed in
grade levels achieved
Ended

Began
Level of grade

Cases
12.0 and above
11.0

Pe rcent

Cases

Percent

Cases

Percent

2 .. D. R.
Cases

Percent

1

. 62

0

.00

3

l. 90

14

2

l. 26

1

..58

2

l. 26

8

4.57

10.9

8

5.26

6

3 . 42

26

16.67

22

12.57

9.60

12

6.85

21

13 . 44

37

21. 15

- 11.9

10 . 0 -

"' 1. Lit.

2. D . .R .

l. Lit.

8.00

8.0 7.0 -

9.9

15

8 .9

21

13.14

34

19.43

25

16 . 03

38

21.71

7.9

37

23.70

44

25. 15

40

25.60

37

21. 15

6 .0

6.9

,.27

17 . 29

45

25.72

:1'4

8.98

14

8 . 00

1!5

28.80

3'3

18 . 86

25

16.03

5

2.85

9 .0

5.9 or l ess

0">
CX>
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Tab l e 5 . Comparison of slow , average, and superior learners expressed
in means of total growth in number of grades grown

Type of learner

l.

2 . D . R.

Lit .

Began

Ended

Grew

Began

Ended Grew

5.5

6. 1

.7

5.9

7.0

1.1

6.6

7.0

.6

6.2

7.7

1.5

7.3

8.3

1.0

7.3

9.1

1.8

8 .9

10.1

1.2

8.8

11.0

2.3

Slower

65 - 79 IQ
Sl ow

80 - 89 IQ
Average

90-110 IQ
Superior
lll!Qorplus

Table 6.

Comparison of IQ and'' -grade ended to amount of growth a .

Growth in number of grades

_ _1_,_1_.l...t.,.___ .

___ _l_,__j)~_lt_,_ __

IQ

Begin

End

IQ

Begin

97

8 .0

7 .6

103

8.5

8 . 2 '.

. 1 to . 9 growth

96

7.2

7.7

92

7.0

7.6

1 . 0 to 1 . 9

95

6.9

8.3

93

7.1

8.5

2. 0 to 2. 9

99

7.0

9. 2

97

7.1

9.5

3.0 or plus

103

6 . 7 10 . 2

10 5

7.9

ll. 5

.

End

. 0 or Jess - static of
regressed

asee Table 3 for wide variance in number of cases per two groups .

Table 7.

Boys versus girls comparison
2 .

1 . Lit .
HQ

Began

Boys

97

7. 3

8. l

.9

97

Girls

96

7.2

8.2

1.0

94

Table 8 .

End

Grew

IQ

D. R.

Bega n'

End

Grew

7.2

9 .2

2.0

7. 2

8.6

1.4

Comparison of ending scores with 8. 8 - 8. 9 for anticipated achievement
IQ mean

Totals
Boys

97
97

Girl s

96

Differen ce

2 . D . R.
IQ mean AAascore D. R. end

Diffe rence

8.4
8.4

8.2
8. l

minus . 2
minus . 3

96
97

8.3
8.4

9.0
9. 2

plus . 7
plus . 8

8.3

8.2

minus .1

94

8. 1

8.6

p'lus . 5

72

5.6

6 .._ l,

plus

.5

72

5.6

7.0

plus l. 4

85

7.l

7.0

minus . l

85

7.1

7.7

plus . 6

100

8 .8

8. 3

minus . 5

100

8.8

9. l

plus . 4

r.n

10.7

10. 1

minus . 6

117

10.7

ll. l

plus . 4

Types of l earners :b
Slower
65 - 79
Slow
80-89
Average
90 - 110
Superior
111 plus

l . Lit.
Lit. ·el,ld

A1fl score

..

aAA is an abbreviation for anticipated achievement.
brn most types of learners, t.he ·general midpoint was used . In superior learners, midpoint of
actual cases for gro ups was used.

"

0
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Table 9.

Tests of "F, ,a "T, .. band "Chi-square"c analysis

Numberofgrndes improved

,0
.1
1. 0
2. 0
3. 0

or
to
to
to
or

less
.9
1.9
2. 9
more

Group 1
Lit. Cases

Group 2
D. R. Cases

33
57
38
20
8

5
29
77

41
23

a"F" test is 48.87 ,
b"T" test is minus 6. 9.
c"Chi-square" is . 9265. The correlation factor of .1003 verifies the
general homogeneity of the two groups.

C.

Statistical Summary and Graphs

That similar criteria for entra nce to control and experimental
groups resulted in these two groups being almost homogeneous in their
nature is evidenced by: (a) the single point difference in IQ me9n~;
(b) the same entering means for reading comprehens ion achievement
scores of 7. 2; (c ) the correlati on of number of cases per types of
learners, with the exception of 80 - 8 9 favoring the control group, (d)
the respective numbers of boys and girls, and (e) Ch i-s quare corre lation of . 1003.

The "f" and "T" tests substantiate that the po ssi -

bil ity of results happening by chance is exceedingly sma ll.
Although the tota l me ans growth in comprehension of the control
group appears satisfactory with a growth means of . 9 , it has startling
revelations when one considers the ends of statistics.

Can a program

/Z

be considered satisfactory when one realizes that an apparent total
growth which seems satisfactory--actually shows that more than one
out of five students remained static or even retrogressed?

Compare this

growth of . 9 to 1. 8 , or double the means of the experimental program,
in which less than three percent remained static or retrogressed.

Growth

ends substantiated that unusual spurts of three years or more was nearly
triple the cases in experimenta l than in control, even when 1963 norms
operated in favor of the control.

Growth totals of 1 . 0 - 2. 9 years was

about double the number of cases for the experimental than for the control.

When growth less than one year was cons id ered , the control had

double the number of cases .
Therefore, growth from one year up to 2. 9 was about double, and
triple for over three years; whereas growth of less than a year was less
than one and a half, and static- - retrogression was less than one - seventh
for experimental than for contrbl when expresse d · in percent of students
in volved.
There were four times as many experimental students ending at
eleventh grade or bette r , although 196 3 notms definitely favored the
control group at these higher leve ls.

There were five times as many

concluding at 5. 9 or less in the control than in the experimenta l group.
Totals of those conc luding below 6. 9 or less were over twice as many
for the control as for the experimental.
Types of learners for slower, slow, average, and superior pro gressed around double respective ly for each type of learner in the
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experimental over the control group. A comparison of IQ average for
growth ranges from retrogression and static to over three years growth
in comprehension, verified that these respective ranges were not
relegated only for slow learners in the s tatic - retrogression nor only
superior learn ers for the ranges of unusual growth --either in the experi mental or control groups.
Boys progressed over twice as much in number of grade l evels
for experimental over the control, but girls in the experimental had a
ratio of about one - and-a - halftimes as much, or less than the ratio for
boys.

Junior high school literature text selections favor girls ' type

about two - thirds , whereas concretizing approaches and developmental
reading selections for adventure and non-fiction are geared more pro portionately for boys (38, pp . 278 - 9).

These factors pl us the sim ilar

IQ of both groups for boys , but a two point lower I Q level for girls in
the experimental may have affebted this particu l a'r range , as we ll ·as
the researcher's possibly greater concern for boys as future bread winners.
One of the mos t startling revelations concerns a minus factor
for all types of learners and boy - gi rl IQ ranges per expectat ion of the
control group , with the exception o f 65 - 79 IQ . These were all pl us
factors for the experimenta l group .
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IV . Re ading Comprehension Growth per Types of Learners
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A.

Summary

Developmental reading courses may be critical to success in
school and future careers per potential of the learner for all types of
students.

Recognition of this has led many authorities and evaluating

committees to recommend that these courses be available in a con tinuing process from elementary through secondary and even into colle ge l evels . Educators and the lay public should be aware of the nature
and purpose of these courses, and the difference between them and
other types of reading courses }l_nd programs . Most developmental
reading courses place emphasis either on speed for rate improvement ,
skills per study content fields, or basal skills attacked through leveled
group materials or individual selections . Jhe researcher ' s program
emphasized the latte r.
The probl em of this thesis, which has practical cons i derations
for others teaching in this neophyte field at the secondary leve l, was:
what procedures for individualizing would be workable and practica l ,
and what teaching methods could be employed, that would result in
reading comprehension growth above average expectation per nature of
the learner--with the problems inherent in heterogeneous grouping of
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2 5 or more students per class?

The researcher ' s develo pmental reading

cour se comprised s u ch stude nt s in thrs situation at the eighth grade
level for a year.

The developmental reading experimental group taught

by th e researcher consisted of 175 students during the three separate
teaching y e ars of 1962 -19 65.

A control group of 156 students under dif-

ferent teachers during the school year 1957 - 1958 primarily utilized a
single literature text in a year's literature program .

Both groups were

generally homogeneous with each other in entering IQ, starting reading
comprehension scores of 7. 2, and in the conditions of entrance .
Data gathering instruments were primarily the verbal IO score
based on language acuity of the California Test of Menta l Maturity, and
the California Achievement Tests for Junior High School (41), in which
bifa'ctor reading comprehension score was used.

Materials of the ex-

perimental course were from the Scott , Foresman and Company, The New
Basic Readers (16) , SRA Readi.n g Laboratory III . A (32), and teacher supplementation.
Hypothesis was based on:

(a) grouping flexibility; (b) knowledge
:.

of individual differences ; (c) characteristics of poor reader s , types of
l earners from the slow to the superior, and special groups such as the
culturally deprived or those considered as being from lower socio - eco;;
nomic categories; (d) readiness factors in a motivational hierarchy; (e )
readiness factors in maturity of u se for the basal reading skills from
second thro ugh twelfth grade; (e) inferences from psychology and
theo ries of learning , particularly those concerning classroom atmosphere
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plus teaching for learning and transfer through insight in the researcher's
integrated theory of learning.

Utilizing these, the researcher contends

that pro cedures can be organized for individual differences, and methods
can be based on teaching for insight learning and transfer of basal skills
in the type of heterogeneously grouped developmental reading program
described for the improvement of reading comprehension above average
expectation per nature of the learner.
The course was organized into three phases:
Procedure for Phase One was to introduce most basal skills ap plicabl e for grades two through twelve in a method conducive for insight learning and transfer of these skills . Two sections and 2 5 in cisive pages from the Basic--an easy reading workbook containing most
of these skills -- plus a survey of study texts and skill specifics per
their

re:sped: t ~=

content fields, other teacher-implemented supplemen-

tation, and tests , were correiated in a method o'f teaching for insight
l earning and transfer by contiguously relating skill in application, a,
clear concept of each skill, and knowledge of how it operates.
Methods for these purposes were sometimes creatively devised
\

by the researcher to accomplish these aims.

How to think insightfully ,

encouragement and reward for it, the "red A" was introduced in this ·,
Phase One.
Concretizing concepts o f the basa l skills by such as colored
chalk diagrams and illustrations, dramatic use of handy concrete materials or story type situations of teenage interest , and others, were also
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prese nt e d during this Phase One to facilitate ease of transfer, continuing
grow i ng part ial insights, and future reference t o these skills for Phases
Two and Three .
Phas e Two procedure was based on flexible subgrouping according
to the level of maturity required to use the basal skills introduced in
Phase One.

Each student's analysis of his areas of weakness and

strength as evidenced from "Survey Tests" in the Basic at the beginning
of Phase One determined which subgroup of Basic he was to work in for
his individual needs at "C" level grade .

Grades for "A" and "B" on re-

port cards were self - selected by the students according to the level
of difficulty they chose to add to this "C" l evel , according to their desire, ability, and continuing growth .
Self-selection grade levels were also attached to outside reading
of library books for this and the other Phases . Material was organized
into a total of six Blocks for these l evels of difficu lt y from the Scott ,
Foresman Series, The New Basic Readers (16).

"Listening in" credit!S

were allowed for students ' readiness decisions before optional entry
to a higher level.

"

Entry to higher levels was self - determined in almost.

all cases , and was a continuing opportunity for the res t of the course.
About four of these abi lity l eveled and graded Blocks handled in sma ll
flexible-entry subgroups comprised material procedure and method for
Phase Two.
Phase Three was completely individualized in a self-operating
procedure for the remaining Scott, Foresman Blocks in combination with

tiU

the mdividualized selections from third through twelfth grade reading
l evels of th e SRA Reading Laboratory.
Organization of procedure , therefore, comprised entire class
as a sing le group for overview introduction to basal skills, followed by
flexible-entry smaller groups per maturation in use of these skills and
continuing partial insights -- to a comp letely individualized application
and recognition of skills as far and as fast as a student could go.
Evaluation by skill of all work under an "A" or 90 percent level
was a permanent feature of method; again this went from single group
application and insight with total teacher aid in Phase One, to smaller
group participation in Phase Two with evaluative ability somewhat indi vidualized but with teacher guidance--to individualized use and evalua tion of skills in Phase Three.

Teacher conferences and a "detective"

type process took over if a student had any persisting basa l skill
~.

problems.

Grades on work ddne went from "red "A" for insightful -thinking

to "D minus"- - but never an "F" if a student tried , because some sk,ill
learning was presumed to have taken place when we checked work due·
~

to "learning from mistakes . " Teacher guidance previous to checking
was kept at a minimum , or given on l y individually per need, to facili tate persona l i nd ependent growth .
As students ' work was checked in Phases Two and Three , a .liierarcl>l'y .of p!!epbtent needs was applied.

Checked first were skills per -

taining t o attitude, then skills pertaining to attack, and lastly such
remaining basal skills as pertained to higher thinking processes.
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Two examples of transfer for these procedures and methods in
half-year classes at the eighth and ninth grade l eve l s are described for
sugg e stion purposes , but are not a part of statistics.
Statistics reve al ed that control a nd experimenta l groups were
generally homogeneous in their respective natures, and that the possibility of results occurring by chance ·was exceedingly small . Mean
growth according to reading comprehension was ex actly double, 1. 8,
for the experime ntal developmental reading program over that of the
control literature program.

Growth in comprehension per types of

learners according to IQ verbal scores were also around double for each
type of learner:

slower, slow, average, and superior. Anticipated

achievement per types of these l earners , and for boys, girls, and
totals, showed a minus factor for all in the control group, with the exception of th e slower 65-79 IQ range.

All these had plus factors for

anticipated achievement in the experimental.
Especia lly revealing were statistiCs: concerned with ends. An
appa rently satisfactory mean growth of . 9 years for the control group,"
reveal ed ends in which more than one-fifth of the students actually
remained static or retrogressed in their reading comprehension , whereas
this was less than three percent for the experimenta l . Also , over a
third of contro l students concluded with le ss than a year's growth ,
whereas one - sixth of the control did so.

Experimental had 13 percent

growing three years or more , whereas control had only five percent
doing so. About 2 5 percent of control students concluded below seventh
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grade l evel in this factor, where as about 11 percent of experimental
group did so. Around three percent of control students concluded at
eleventh g rade achievement or better , whe reas nearl y 13 percent of the
experimental group did so.

However, comparative improvement of boy s

over girls showed that growth spurts were greater for boys than for
girls in the expe rimental, although both w e re from nearly one-and-a-half
t o double that for the experimental than for the control.

Girl's IQ

means were two points less in expe rim ental than control, but the same
for boys . Hypothesis of expected improvement in reading comprehension
being above average according to t he student's potenti al for growth if
methods and procedures were utilized as described in this individualized
deve l opmental reading program was, therefore, substantiated to a high
degree.

B : · Conclus i ons

Single level ability texts for

het~rogeneous

classes in which '

reading comprehension is an important factor may actually be destructive
for this factor in as many as one out of fi;,e students, and those studefl_ts
so concerned may be of all ranges of ability, including the superior.
We must cons ider ends of stat istics as well as means in determining
whether or not a specific program an d the materials utilized are beneficial for large numbers of stud ent s , and not base success me rel y upon
apparently satisfactory means.

Literature courses are not axiomatically

co nduc ive to improving general reading comprehension.
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Some IQ scores are not reliable for actual potential, particularly
If based on a culture or language other than that of the testee concerned,
or because of mot i va tional factor s a t the time of the test . Single IQ
scores should not be considered conc lusive

0

Although the problems inherent in individualizing heterogeneous
groups at the secondary level for developmental reading when classes
contain 2 5 or more students are realistically tremendous, they can be
solved by organizing procedures based on individual differences and by
applying methods most conducive for learning and transfer--insightfully

0

Such organization of p rocedure would imply an overview early in the
course of the skills basal for grades two through twelve, and these should
be insightfully and concretely arrived at, if possible by using easy
reading materials in a single group attack on basal ski ll s

0

Methods

employed should be of creative nature whenever possible, conducive
to attention, interest, and a feeling of success for all types of students;
a clarified theory of learning by the teQcher would greatly facilitate'
this

0

Insightful learning is recommended for clarity of skill concepts

•

and transfer towards growing maturity in ~se of these skills

o

Individualizing successfully in heterogeneous groups of this
nature can be achieved by a gradual process of single group overview
of skills, insightfully arrived at, then more intensive application in
smaller groups for leveled maturity use and growing partial insights

o

Complete individualization was a concluding part of the program util izing an even wider spread of ability levels for application of basal

!:l4

s k ill s in a rapidly accelerating maturity use

Evaluative techniques may

be o ne key to a c hie ving these goa l s, wit h insight learning a crucial
notch in t ha t key , as are motiva t io nal and skill hierarchies.
The researcher recommends, as do other authorities, tha t these
h e t e ro geneous groups be kept at a 25 student maximum.

Recognition of

readiness conditions for hierarchial progress in motivation, skill rna turity, and other factors is essential; even this program was not too
effect i ve for those entering two years or less below the level of the
introductory Basic.

Course material designed for developmental reading

a ppears to be more conducive towards unusual spurts of g rowth in
reading comprehension for boys than does a literature program, or than
it doe s for girls.

Reading comprehension growth fo r all types of

learners was above anticipat ed achievement for all; total, boys and
girls, and types of learners.

The control group had a minus" factor for

all these, except 65 -79 IQ.
Developmenta l reading as a continuing opportunity should be encouraged for all types of learners.

Teacher empha sis should be on the·

.

individual student and his needs, less on ·specific answers and more on
the skills involved, and towards this end she shou ld concentrate her
time and efforts on teaching for learning of basal skills for maturity in
application, not on time -co nsuming checking by the teacher of stack s
of work books . This latter condition is best left in the hands of stu d en ts , and, if wisely guided, can be done in such a way as to enhance
the i r personal growth prospects.

The researcher sincerely hopes that those concerned with
self-actualization through inherent self - satisfaction for all t ypes of
students will find the preceeding h elpful and enlightening.

t>O
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